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D. G. Champernowne1 proved that the infinite decimal 

0.123456789101112 • • • 

was normal (in the sense of Borel) with respect to the base 10, a 
normal number being one whose digits exhibit a complete random
ness. More precisely a number is normal provided each of the digits 
0, 1, 2, • • • , 9 occurs with a limiting relative frequency of 1/10 and 
each of the 10* sequences of k digits occurs with the frequency 10"""*. 
Champernowne conjectured that if the sequence of all integers were 
replaced by the sequence of primes then the corresponding decimal 

0.12357111317 • • • 

would be normal with respect to the base 10. We propose to show not 
only the truth of his conjecture but to obtain a somewhat more gen
eral result, namely: 

THEOREM. If ÖI, a%, • • • is an increasing sequence of integers such 
that for every 0 < 1 the number of a's up to N exceeds NB provided N is 
sufficiently large, then the infinite decimal 

0 . ai#2#3 • • * 

is normal with respect to the base f3 in which these integers are expressed. 

On the basis of this theorem the conjecture of Champernowne fol
lows from the fact that the number of primes up to N exceeds 
cN'/log N for any c < 1 provided N is sufficiently large. The corre
sponding result holds for the sequence of integers which can be repre
sented as the sum of two squares since every prime of the form 4k + 1 
is also of the form x2+y2 and the number of these primes up to N 
exceeds c'N/log N for sufficiently large N when c'<l/2. 

The above theorem is based on the following concept of Besico-
vitch.2 

DEFINITION. A number A {in the base /3) is said to be (e, k) normal 
if any combination of k digits appears consecutively among the digits of 
A with a relative frequency between j8~"fc — e and /?-* + €• 

Presented to the Society, September 17, 1945; received by the editors June 30, 
1945, and, in revised form, January 3, 1946. 

1 J. London Math. Soc. vol. 8 (1933) pp. 254-260. 
2 Math. Zeit. vol. 39 (1935) pp. 146-147. 
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We prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA. The number of integers up to N (N sufficiently large) which 
are not (e, k) normal with respect to a given base ft is less than N* where 
«««(€, * , 0 ) < 1 . 

First we prove the lemma for (e, 1) normality. Let x be such that 
(3*-l^N<(3x. Then there are a t most 

fiz2ifik + fiz^ïfik 

numbers up to N among whose digits there are less than #(1 — e)/ft 
O's, I's, and soon, or more than x(l+e)/ft O's, I's, and so on, where 
fik = (ft — 1) x~kCx,k and where the summations E i and ^ 2 are extended 
over those values of k for which k<(l—e)x/ft and k>(l + e)x/fiy re
spectively. The remaining numbers must have between x(l — e) and 
x(l + e) digits and hence for these remaining numbers the relative fre
quencies of O's, I's, 2's, and so on, must lie between (1 —e)/j8(l + €) 
and (1+e)//3(l - e ) . We have to show that fi&ifik+TtM < j\r*. The 
following inequalities result from the fact that the terms of the bi
nomial expansion increase up to a maximum and then decrease. 

(1) E i 0* < (* + i)firt, Z2 h < (* + i)js,t, 

where 

(2) n = [(1 - e)x/fi], r2 = [(1 + e)x/ft] 

and where [(1— e)x/fi] is the largest integer less than or equal to 
(1 — e)x/ft. Similarly for r2. By repeated application of the relation 

(3) fik+i/fik = (* - *)/(* + 1)(0 ~ 1) 

we obtain 

finPi*1* < fift < fix 

where 

r{ = [(1 - e/2)/fi], P l = (* - n) / ( f i + 1)|8 - 1) 

and where pi > 1 for x sufficiently large. I t follows that 

fin < (PV'W 

and similarly 
fin < Q>r'*fi)'-

Hence 
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is ( Ei h + Z* PH) < ft* + 1) {(prjW + (pï«w} 

< 0«(*-i) <j 2Va 

and the lemma is established for (e, 1) normality. 
The extension to the case of (€, k) normality is accomplished by a 

method similar to that used by Borel3 and we shall only outline the 
proof. Consider the digits &o, 61, • • • of a number m^N grouped as 
follows: 

bo, ih ' • • 1 #jfe-i; bk, • • * , S2&-1Î #2fc, • • • f bzk-i] • • • . 

Each of these groups represents a single digit of m when m is expressed 
in the base /3fc. Hence there are at most Nd integers m SN for which 
the frequency among these groups of a given combination of k digits 
falls outside the interval from /?""* — e to j8~"*+€. 

The same holds for 

bh #2» • • • > #A>; o*+i» • • • 1 #2&; • • • 1 

and so on. This gives our result. 
To prove the theorem consider the numbers #i, a2, • • • of the in

creasing sequence up to the largest a less than or equal to N where 
iV = j8n. At least N9 — N<1~9) of these numbers have at least n( l —e) 
digits since by hypothesis there are at least Nd of the numbers in 
this sequence and since at most j8w(x""€) = Nl~e of them have fewer 
than w(l — e) digits. Hence these numbers altogether have at least 
n(l — e)(Nd — Nl~e) digits. Let fx be the relative frequency of the 
digit 0. I t follows from the lemma that the number of a's for which 
the frequency of the digit 0 exceeds j8~x + € is at most NB and hence 

nN* 
fN<P~1 + e + 

= 0-1 + € + 

»(1 - e)(N$ - N1-') 

N*~6 

(1 - e)(l - Nl~*~e) ' 

Since we are permitted to take 0 greater than ô and greater than 1 — e 
it follows that limjv-00/AT is at most j8~1 + € and hence at most j8-1. Of 
course we have allowed iV to become infinite only through values of 
the form /3n but this restriction can readily be removed. A similar re
sult holds for the digits 1,2, • • • , /3 — 1 and hence each of these digits 

* Ibid. p. 147. 
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must have a limiting relative frequency of exactly jS""1. In a similar 
manner it can be shown that the limiting relative frequency of any 
combination of k digits is fi~k. Hence the theorem is proved. 

We make the following conjectures. First let f(x) be any polyno
mial. It is very likely that 0./(l)/(2) • • • is normal. Besicovitch4 

proved this for ƒ(#) =#2. In fact he proved that the squares of almost 
all integers are (e, k) normal. This no doubt holds for polynomials. 

Second let j8i, fa, • • • , j8r be integers such that no j8 is a power 
of any other. Then for any 77>0 and large enough r the number of 
integers m^n which are not (e, k) normal for any of the bases ft, 
i^r, is less than #*. We cannot prove this conjecture. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

4 Ibid. p. 154. 


